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One thing is certain in this time of uncertainty - we’re all in this together.  

 

With the COVID-19 pandemic, the world is navigating uncharted territory and change has become the new constant. From the way we 

interact with our friends and family, to how we do business, we must adapt to a new way of life and production that reflect the current times.

 

As producers, we are built for this—it is in our DNA to identify and solve any issues thrown our way, so with that in mind we’re confident we 

will weather this storm united and stronger than ever. 

 

For Hey Wonderful, this is an opportunity to say thank you for our amazing history of creative collaboration - and to share with you some of 

the practices we’ve put in place to continue being your creative partners and to ensure your ideas continue to be heard.

 

With hope and love in our hearts, we are wishing each of you and yours good health - be safe and stay creative!

Michael & Sarah

Hey Wonderful 
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In the short-term, remote production is an effective, secure and proven way to allow filming to continue during the COVID-19 crisis. 

Using a cloud-based production infrastructure, our directors and production teams can operate from virtually anywhere in the world. 

This provides tremendous flexibility and efficiency and can be executed immediately.

Here are just some of our capabilities:

 

 

REMOTE DIRECTING: Our directors are able to work seamlessly through Cinebody, an application that enables us to stream footage anywhere in the

world to director, agency and client with only a few seconds delay. Additionally, users are able to weigh in on shot

selection, angles, and aspect ratio collectively. This means that director, agency, client and talent can all interact and film with everyone

in separate locations. You can see more details here: LINK. 

REMOTE VIEWING: In addition to viewing through Cinebody (which does not require any video assist), with the addition of a video assist, we can send

raw streams to Qtake, Vimeo, YouTube, Twitch and live Zoom/Skype links from which clients can view and comment from anywhere in

the world, creating a video village from the safety of your own home.

REMOTE CASTING: Actors and agents are available and eager to work. For casting, we have a range of options, from self-submissions to more traditional

sessions on Skype or Zoom. Zoom callbacks enable the director and agency to engage and interact with talent, and selective

in-person callbacks and casting are possible to execute while adhering to government safety guidelines. 

REMOTE PRODUCTION
Hey Wonderful

https://vimeo.com/215590451


REMOTE PRODUCTION
Hey Wonderful

EDITORIAL: We have partnered with our friends at Cosmo Street to offer one-stop capabilities as needed. Their team of editors, flame artists,

and producers are well equipped and ready to offer our clients the same level of service you’ve come to expect from us. Cosmo

Street is fortunate to have systems in place to manage sessions remotely via secure streaming along with a dial-in or video group

chat.  They utilize FTP’s to transfer media between assistants, vendors, and producers and have upgraded bandwidth to ensure 

the smoothest playback possible with the given technology.

SHOOTING ABROAD: We are staying apprised of the changing landscape for shooting abroad - which countries are currently filming and, 

when applicable, which countries allow travel. As this is constantly shifting, we’d love to discuss these options on a case by 

case basis. We have partners in all production centers, as well as locations further afield, and are equipped to utilize them with

one of our directors or through local directors.

UGC: User generated content is a particularly good fit for remote production. Using Cinebody, our director can give precise direction to

talent at home, enabling them to understand the shots needed and quickly upload their footage.

REAL PEOPLE: The vast majority of our real people shoots have an element of separation between the camera and subject that specifically 

lends itself to this type of remote production. We’ve included a few case study examples of this kind of filmmaking from our

directors who specialize in this type of work.



Sam Cadman

DIRECTOR CAPABILITIES
Hey Wonderful

Our directors are prepared to shoot from home, with their own cameras, lighting, and audio equipment, 

and in some cases, their own studios. Many are able to be their own talent, have skilled talent within their own families, 

or are able to work remotely with a network of talent they have collaborated with in the past. If you would like to 

discuss any specific capabilities or projects, please give us a call. We’ve included our full roster at the end of this deck.



CASE STUDIES
Hey Wonderful



SAM CADMAN
Director

Our director Sam Cadman is particularly well-versed 
in remote production—he is often unable to 
physically be on set (to avoid spoiling the “gag” in a 
hidden camera shoot) and works from a separate, 
enclosed control room, directing an in-situ actor via 
earwig.  

Working this way, he is able to execute an invisible 
control over a seemingly live situation, allowing for 
the most authentic atmosphere while at the same 
time making sure he captures everything that’s 
needed.
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POPEYES
Hey Wonderful
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Link

12hr Drive-Thru was a unique ‘remote’ experience - 
three vehicles were given two iPhones each and, over 
the course of an epic 12hr drive, Sam Cadman 
directed the talent at regular intervals and asked 
them to film themselves doing a variety actions - 
singing together, sleeping, stick your head out of the
window like a dog, etc.

No one from production ever joined them in their 
vehicles, so the intensity and insanity of this drive 
was real in their faces, in their body language and 
behavior. 

It was a fascinating process that generated some 
truly authentic, spontaneous and award-winning 
scenes.

https://wdrv.it/0f160f7f5


CHARTER
Hey Wonderful

Link

Sam Cadman pioneered remote directing, creating 
one of the first campaigns utilizing this style of 
filming for Charter over 10 years ago. From the first 
call to the final edit there was no in-person contact - 
we met no agency folk, no client, no actors ever - as 
the director and production team, we operated 
remotely throughout.
 
Using Charter internet, callbacks were done over 
Skype so the team was able to selects participants 
who were animated and expressive. Talent was sent 
‘prop parcels’ and scheduled in one-hour time slots 
across the shoot day when the talent agreed to be in 
front of their computer, ready to receive a call. Each of 
these calls was recorded directly to hard drives and 
became the rushes for the editor to play with.
 
It was an effortless process and one of the most rich 
and genuine collections of performances ever 
captured with real members of the public. The talent 
were relaxed and confident - sat in the safety of their 
own homes, with no crew hanging around or ‘on-set’ 
pressure.
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https://wdrv.it/061df32dd


PEKING
Director

Peking is a directing duo that specializes in elevated 
docu-driven work. With a strong instinct for casting, 
their work leans heavily on an ability to connect with 
their subjects in order to produce the truest 
expression of the moments they’re after. They often 
cast a wide net for the perfect story and regularly 
interview distant talent over Skype or Zoom. As a 
directing team, they can split up to cover more 
ground and seamlessly collaborate from independent 
locations.
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SKYPE
Hey Wonderful
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Link

Peking’s long running campaign for Skype made 
specific use of their strength as a team - they 
directed two shoots simultaneously, often in different 
countries, to emphasize communication over Skype. 
These films were set in remote locations - the 
mountains of Mexico, a tiny island in the South 
Pacific, a remote village in Africa - and were 
approached with a particularly nimble crew and 
footprint, often only a director (who also acted as 
cameraman), a sound person, and producer. Each film 
featured communication between talent on Skype 
and ultitilitzed media from multiple camera types.

https://wdrv.it/ccddff0bc


FACEBOOK
Hey Wonderful
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Link

Facebook was a particularly ambitious project, 
shooting over 8 countries and 16 cities in the matter 
of only a few weeks. To achieve this kind of breadth, 
Peking split up, running independent shoots, as well 
as sourced and oversaw directors in India and Bali. 
Since the clients were not able to attend all of the 
sets, we provided them with streaming feeds and 
prompt dailies for all shoots. With so many cities 
prepping concurrently, we worked with US-based 
and offshore casting directors to source talent and 
conducted all callbacks remotely.

https://wdrv.it/75d46c1a0


SAM SPIEGEL
Director

Sam Spiegel has extensive experience working with 
celebrities and influencers, as well as in episodic 
branded content and live and experiential events. He 
has a background as a music producer and composer, 
which lends him a particular expertise working with 
music driven work, but allows him to score or 
supervise music selection for his film. Sam has an 
intuitive grasp of timing and pacing with narrative 
and dialogue coupled with a creative eye for color 
and movement.
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EA
Hey Wonderful
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Link

EA approached us to film influencers in 5 countries, 
but due to the talents’ availability Sam Spiegel and 
the client were not able to be physically present at 
each shoot. Sam created a unique lighting design and 
camera move using the Bolt robotic arm.  We were 
then able to share these elements with our partners 
in other cities and recreate the look and feel of the 
spots flawlessly, offering a seamless continuity to the 
work that was in actuality shot in multiple countries 
with different crews. Sam’s previous experience 
directing live events for client such as Target and 
Mass Mutual informed his approach to working with 
remote teams, and the campaign came together 
beautifully.

https://wdrv.it/12e213314


INSTAGRAM
Hey Wonderful
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Link

Sam Spiegel worked with Instagram on a campaign 
created for Pride Month that surprised five young 
leaders from the LGBTQ+ community with the 
opportunity to meet their role models. Sam utilized 
the Instagram platform to reach out to influences and 
community leaders, casting all of the talent remotely. 
The sets were uncomplicated, elegant white worlds, 
to keep the emphasis on the influencers and their 
stories.  Sam conducted personalized interviews with 
each influencer, delving into their identities and what 
inspired them, getting emotional and raw moments 
on tape. While filming on this project was not remote, 
this is a great example of a simple, but impactful, way 
of filming that could be recreated with the current 
Covid-19 restrictions.

https://wdrv.it/dcbd06f4c


BRAD LUBIN
Director

Brad Lubin brings humor and unique performances to 
every production. Last weekend, he directed a 
commercial from his home In LA with production 
shooting in Moscow. The shoot had been booked 
before Covid-19 was a major concern, but began 
prepping as the pandemic escalated. Casting, 
location scouting, production design, and costuming 
was all completed remotely. Brad shot two days 
(starting his shoot days at 9pm PST each night) with 
30 talent, two unique locations, significant dialogue 
and complicated camera moves utilizing a 50 foot 
techno. Using Qtake, he was able to view a camera 
feed in virtual real time and receive notes from the 
agency via chat and phone - adjustments were 
communicated to the AD on set. The process was 
impressively smooth and a great solve for the agency. 
Brad is now editing the spot remotely as well.
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CLOSING THOUGHTS
Hey Wonderful

Our first priority during this time is the safety and well-being of our staff, collaborators, and their friends and families. 

To support our communities during this difficult time, we are pledging to donate a percentage of our mark-ups on all 

jobs to No Kid Hungry and World Health Organization or an organization of the agency’s choice.

We look forward to continuing to be your creative partner and to bring your ideas to life. If you want to discuss any 

production possibilities during this time or just want to say hi, we always here for a call or a Zoom.

https://www.nokidhungry.org/
https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/donate


Sam Cadman

FULL ROSTER
Hey Wonderful

BRAD LUBIN

CEDRIC NICOLAS-TROYAN

PEKING

SAM SPIEGEL

ELLEN VON UNWERTH

TRICIA BROCK

CRAIG BROWNRIGG

SAM CADMAN

JOHN DOLAN

ALEK KESHISHIAN

http://www.heywonderful.com/director/brad-lubin/
http://www.heywonderful.com/director/cedric-nicolas-troyan/
http://www.heywonderful.com/director/peking/
http://www.heywonderful.com/director/sam-spiegel/
http://www.heywonderful.com/director/ellen-von-unwerth/
http://www.heywonderful.com/director/tricia-brock/
http://www.heywonderful.com/director/craig-brownrigg/
http://www.heywonderful.com/director/sam-cadman-us/
http://www.heywonderful.com/director/john-dolan/
http://www.heywonderful.com/director/alek-keshishian/


THANK YOU
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Michael Di Girolamo
Founder/Managing Director
michael@heywonderful.com
310.502.9132  

Sarah McMurray
Partner/EP
sarah@heywonderful.com
323.828.5060

West Coast
SHORTLIST MGMT

Charlie McBrearty
charlie@shortlistmgmt.com
310.686.6006  

Kelly O’Neill
kelly@shortlistmgmt.com
 712.540.2172 

East Coast
FOX-MILLS INC.

Philip Fox-Mills
philip@foxmillsinc.com
917.374.8514

Jake Strom
jake@foxmillsinc.com
630.334.4042

Midwest
WRY WIT

Sue Rosen
sue@wrywit.tv
 312.952.7182 
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